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BRYANT PhD -170:the first mass 

simultaneous multiple access to its entire 
VISUALIZE, if YOU will, a cylindrical drum upon whose sur-
face over 170 million bits of data can be magnetically re- 
corded in 2752 separate tracks. Mounted vertically around 
this drum are one, two, three, or four groups of independ- 
ently positionable write/read heads -up to  43 per group -
arranged so that the corresponding heads in each system 
can gain access t o  the same data stored in any one of 64 
assigned tracks at the same time. 

This, briefly, is the Bryant PhD-170-a new breed of random 
access mass memory so unique in  concept, so inherently 
reliable and versatile in operation that it can readily be used 
for a whole new range of advanced on-line applications. Ex- 
amples: As a massive information storage and retrieval 
system for inventory control, banking, stock market trans- 

actions, actuarial calculations, directory references- airline 
reservations and telephone switching systems-buffer stor-
age for scientific and edp computers, process controllers, 
and data communication terminals, just t o  mention a few. 

For, unlike previous true mass memories, the Bryant PhD-170 
is not limited to  writing in or reading out only a small 
portion of its total data storage capacity at any given time. 
Nor is its remarkable accessing capability dependent upon 
the use of an excessive number of costly heads and/or 
elaborate multiplexing selection and write/read circuitry. 

Instead, this simple new mass memory requires only 43 
discretely positionable heads to  serve all of its 2752 tracks. 
And, if equipped with two or more such writelread systems, 
it actually provides independent simultaneous multiple access 



emory capable of providing independent 
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information store-over 170 million bits! 

Operating Modes-As shown at right, a Bryant PhD-170 having 

more than one access system offers exceptional programming 

flexibility. In the Multiple Access operating mode, all 43 heads 

in each access system can be addressed through one matrix 

and all can writelread over the entire recording surface of 
I 

r 	 the drum. If operated in the Multiple Drum mode, 10 heads 
in each access system can be addressed through separate 

I 	 matrices at different frequencies to  writelread on 640 tracks. 
In both modes, the PhD-170 can serve several computer 
and/or data processing installations at the same time. 

Transaction Rates-Very high transaction rates can also be 

achieved with the PhD-170. For example, using a 2000-byte 

message length, a 1200-rpmltwo-access drum memory can 

be multiplexed to  perform nearly 200,000 transactions per 

hour. Four access systems would allow the drum to service 

two processors at this same rate. 
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